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Mission Statement
To embark on a personal vision quest to a wild and scenic area in an effort to deeply “know the place.” I
require myself to visit one day per week throughout a timespan of exactly one year. 52 weeks. 52 trips.
While I will spend most my time wandering where the spirit moves me, I am obliged to hike every path,
visit every canyon, and grasp a familiarity with each acre of the woods. And in the end, if successful, I will
have gained more than a snapshot of knowledge, but more so, a wisdom encompassing the natural cycles
and underlying flow of a single place.

EAGLE IMPRESSION IN OWL CANYON

Introduction
Under a full backpack, with my heaviest tripod resting on top, I trudge through a deep snow, slowly creating post holes
in my wake. I read that over a million people visit this Park each year. I will see none of them today.
I begin the day by climbing to the top of the rock for which this place is named. The trees are cloaked with snow and
the sandstone is blasted white. My face feels the chill of the mighty Illinois River below. Everywhere I look I see bald
eagles. It is early morning and I’m sure, like me, they are hungry and anxious to move.
So onward I go. Down and up. Again and Again. After hiking for a while in Starved Rock, I begin to think I have drifted
outside of Illinois. There is a 3-dimensionality to this place that makes your legs think “mountains” rather than
“prairie”. I am excited to be here alone, but I underestimated the snow. I should have brought my snowshoes. As I scour
the snow-blasted landscape my eyes jump from far to near as I search for a fitting image to describe the day. So just
what am I looking for?

PORTFOLIO 1

THE GRACE OF WINTER

I wait with excited anticipation for the promise of an overnight snowfall willing to dump a fresh coating of white
crystals on the forest canyons of the park. I love being the first footprints. To stomp through untouched trails is a
gift for the early risers.
Wet snows are the finest. They hug the tree branches creating mosaics with limitless branch patterns for my
wandering eyes. They stick to the canyon walls like paste and provide a somewhat solid footing for exploration. The
bitter cold brings ice into the many canyons. Early in the season, the creeks crystallize into swirling patterns that
always impress me with their originality. Later in the winter, many of the waterfalls form fangs from above and
snow cones from below, growing at a glacial pace until at times, they meet and greet each other.
Special considerations needed to be paid for winter explorations. Numb fingers make the shutter button difficult to
push, but a slip off an icy trail can send you over an edge to your doom. Winter is always about self-preservation
before photography.

SUNRISE FALLS

I enjoy this waterfall. It has no name, but because it’s located right off the road,
it allows me quick access, and I visit its confines quite often. I reached it at the
moment the sun skimmed over the top.
February

PLUM LIGHT ON PLUM ISLAND
This was the first day of my project. I stood on the shore of the Illinois River, looked across to
Plum Island, and scanned the trees for bald eagles. They occasionally flew overhead, but I
found the sweet sunset a more peaceful way to record the start of the new year.
January

UPPER LASALLE SNOW LATTICE

When it snows overnight, I rush out with excitement. It is a gift when the
snow hugs the branches and the winds have yet to remove it, making the
forest a crystalline paradise.
January

AURORA ICEFALL

With spikes on my boots, I struggled up the guts of Aurora Canyon. First, tossing up
the tripod, then climbing on behind, one shelf at a time until I reached the top. At
which point , I decided the best view was from where I began.
January

RESTING EAGLE

I have seen many wonderful photos of eagles in flight. I was drawn to this one, calmly resting in
the trees before the day’s acrobatics begin.
January

LOVERS LEAP
Legend has it, that from this perch, lost loves have leapt. On this morning, I think the
cushion of snow would prevent any calamity.
January

DUSTED CANOPIES

Rounding a bend in Ottawa Canyon, I glanced up to see the warm light
strike the canyon walls. It illuminated the trees on the rim that were still
clinging to the morning snow.
February

DOUBLE FANG TONTI

It takes a while, and the right conditions, but eventually the icefall reaches the snow
cone and the job is complete.
February

LASALLE ICEBOX
Many of the waterfalls in Starved Rock allow you to circumnavigate and move
behind them. This wintery view is unique but chilling.
February
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THE PROMISE OF SPRING

On a random day in late March, for the first time in many months, a breeze blows that is actually not cold. The sun
strikes at an angle that seems to carry a bit of warmth. And the birds begin to sing. It’s time to breathe an open sigh
of relief. I have survived another winter and now it’s time to reap the rewards.
When the snow melts and the spring rains roll in, I head for the waterfalls. They never look more stunning. Water
bursts over the canyon walls with roaring thunder. It seems, they too, are glad to be unlocked from the cold and
moving again. For intermittent falls that might flow only once a year, this is their time to rock and roll.
The forest is open and airy. The tiny leaves of the understory are a gentle green as the chlorophyll has yet to become
it’s dominant green. Serviceberry hug the rims of the canyons, redbuds splash purple in open areas, and wildflowers
carpet the forest floor with a rainbow of color.
Life returns with a vengeance. Spring is as fleeting as fall. Blink your eyes and the heat is upon you, the mosquitoes
return, and the gentleness of the seasonal change is a distant memory.

WILDCAT

Wildcat Falls is likely the most visited of the 17 or so waterfalls in the Park. It shows its power best in the spring,
after a good rain and snowmelt.
March

SERVICEBERRY
Tracing a weak trail along the edge of a canyon in spring, I am rewarded with the glow of
serviceberry blossoms stretching out their arms to greet me. These little balls of popcorn
are common along the steep edges. I walk with caution while being distracted by them.
March

GREEN EMERGENCE
It’s exciting to watch the first greens pop out of the winter’s long dormancy.
They have a gentleness to their green smile that I have always found
encouraging. While not as dramatic, their chlorophyll and other pigmentations
show some of the varieties of autumn.
March

REDBUD
Easily my favorite sign of spring, the Redbuds dance
throughout the Park in far less places than I wish.
March

FRENCH FALLS
I find French Canyon intriguing, but always challenging to photograph the spirit of the place properly. I
can’t think of a canyon that I’ve experienced more frustration. I visited this deeply cut canyon in all the
seasons, under all the possible conditions and times of day. Someday I will succeed. But on this day, I simply
enjoyed the power of an overnight rain blocking my entry unless willing to soak my feet. I was. I did.
March

SECRET CANYON
This little canyon is a bit difficult to find and involves a little tricky climbing to
access. Rarely did I find much water there. I was grateful for this early morning
shower gift after a night of heavy rain.
April

RED COLUMBINE
A cluster of these beauties just jumped off the trail at me. I
struggled with a number of compositions until arriving at
the simplest presentation and let the flower do all the
talking.
April

LOCUST BLOOM
Black locust. What an awful name for a tree whose spring blossoms bring such a
beautiful snow-like dusting to the tree canopies.
April

TONTY FALLS
It is rare to see such a wild flow of water coming off Tonty. I am
grateful that I was fortunate to be in the right place at the right
time. I love how the delicate flow of water brings calm to a
chaotic scene.
April

ILLINOIS CANYON
Spring rains burst through the depths of emerging greens in Illinois Canyon. In the
spring, getting to the back of Illinois Canyon necessitates several creek crossings and a
lot of slopping through mud. Worth every step.
April

RIVER DAWN
The Illinois River is the backbone of Starved Rock. The first light of the day breaks
through after a stormy morning and reminds me what a special place this is.
May

MAY APPLES
Throughout the Park, May Apples are ubiquitous. It is
surprising how few people take the time to notice the showy
flowers hiding under their huge umbrella leaves.
May

BLUEBELL FOREST
I first stumbled into Illinois Canyon 30 years ago. In my travels across the state, I have found few places that can
rival the spring floral displays found here. Especially the bluebells. For a large part of the month, they cover the
forest floor with a sea of bluish/purple.
May

GERANIUM BOUQUET
Cultivated geraniums are found on front porches and science classrooms far and
wide, but the wild geranium is more fragile and fleeting. They shine their purple
smile along the many trails in Starved Rock. But not for long. Like the leaves of
autumn, before you tire of looking at them, their petals disappear.
May
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SUMMER OF SUN

The summer in Starved Rock is ironic. A time of crowds, long days, and endless warmth. Most days, it resembles a boom
town. But the joke is on me. This most popular season is a challenge for my mission. Photography can be daunting in the
heat and humidity. The forest greens are monochromatic and underwhelming. The waterfalls have all but dried up.
Most the wildflowers have disappeared from the forest, and the sandstone canyons are dark and oppressive.
However, beauty can be found, but the challenge is demanding of my complete attention. On the fringe of the Park, the
prairie is beginning to bloom with coneflowers dancing in the wind. In the canyons, the rock patterns on the sandstone
walls catch my attention, and a good thunderstorm can still enliven the waterfalls and creeks with runoff. But
summertime draws most of us to the river. The mighty Illinois River traces the northern edge of Starved Rock. It is the
lifeblood of birds, fish, and their followers. Of which I am one. The mornings are usually veiled with a blanket of mist.
Evenings can scream with the faded colors of the day and end with a peaceful pleasure.

WILD ROSES

I was lamenting the disappearance of spring. The abundance of wildflowers and the rush of spring rains were
gone. The forests were in monochromatic greens, and it was humid. These wild roses stepped forward and
cheered me up.
June

ROCKY SHORE
It was a long dry spell and the river was down. The upside was the scattering of rocks and the
ability to walk along the river in places usually underwater. It was also uncommon to enjoy
the evenings without the constant harassment of buzzing insects. There was always joy to be
found in the Park.
June

LASALLE VEIL
LaSalle Falls has a very dependable flow of water. I assume it’s upper drainage
system must provide a large volume of runoff after rains. Can you look at this
scene and resist going into the spray for a shower? I couldn’t.
June

AFTERGLOW
I would pass this spot each week as I left the Park. The reward of this orange
marmalade sky happened just once. Good fortune favors persistence and
repetition.
June

DAYBREAK
To catch sunrise at this time of year requires quite an early wake-up call from my bed,
which rests 70 minutes from the Park. At this time of year that entails a 3:00am wake-up
call, a bag of sourdough pretzels to stay awake while driving, and a 15 minute run to this
spot. The day started out with a sunrise scene so perfect that I headed back to the truck,
went home, and back to bed.
July

PRAIRIE FLORAL

Look at the flowers-for no reason.
It is simply unbelievable how happy flowers are.
-Osho

SUN TO SHORE

Mine was an adventure of singular vision. Most of my days here were spent alone in solitude. I typically went on the
days when the weather was most dynamic, which for most people means poor. Beginning before the light of day
ensured quiet trails. Staying until after dark ensured loneliness. By putting myself within this peaceful envelope, I
was able to experience a sense of wilderness that enhanced my bond throughout the year with nuances of the Park.
Without human distraction, it became easier to connect with the rhythms of the place. My mind and spirit wandered
freely with each visit.
However, mine was not the journey of a hermit. I enjoyed watching children scramble with joy through the rocky
canyons. I saw families laughing as they pushed strollers through the mud. Fisherman lined the shores and burned
their candles into the night to hook their favorite fish. Birders flocked to see the eagles soar. Couples, young and old,
hiked hand in hand along the trails. Families filled the lodges with song. From picnic grills, the sweet aroma of charbroiled burgers commonly filled the summer air.
July

COUNCIL WALL
The sandstone walls in the Park have occupied my eyes for hours over the year.
Sometimes I look for figures and faces. In this case, just the abstraction itself is
enough to please my little mind.
July

MORNING MIST
I greeted the day atop Eagle Cliff. I am reminded that the finest sunrises are often before
the sun rises.
August

ST. LOUIS CANYON
Sometimes, you wait for hours for the right light. In this case, I waited for hours for
a day camp group to finish their frolicking all over the canyon rocks and pools.
Great fun. It was nice to see kids detach from the video world to play in mud and
climb rocks. It inspired me to climb to a tricky precipice and frame this shot.
August

QUIET RIVER
I hiked the forests for hours and couldn’t find a thing. So dry. So lifeless. I
decided to go down to the river, sit on a rock, and hope for a satisfying sunset.
As usual, I was more than satisfied. I love this place.
August

GODBEAMS
Even the oppressive humidity plays a role in defining
the beauty of this place.
August

FISHING SPOT

If I was a fisherman, which I am not, I would try this spot. I could
spend the entire day here, not catch a thing, and still go home
happy.
September

RIPPLES
A wrinkle in space can change the way you look at the world.
September

SUMMER MEETS FALL
In photography, there is always excitement at edges. In this case, the edges of
overlapping seasons. The goldenrods of a fading summer are greeted by the first
blush of maples.
September

GOLDEN GLOW
The right light, in the right place, at the right time is magical. So often in my work, the
subject is light itself. I just try to find a place to throw the light into. I wish it were
always so easy as this.
September

PORTFOLIO 4 THE SEASON OF WOW!
Does it get any better than this? If God gave me only one day a year to spend in Starved Rock, it would be a rainy day in
early October when the maples are peaking and the canyons are singing with the vibrance of color. For a photographer,
it’s like taking candy from a baby.
After struggling through a summer of trying to squeeze water from a rock, the fall challenges you to find something
that is not breathtaking. For color, it’s a season of plenty. I focus my photographic efforts on unique perspectives. I
look for expressive images that speak from my heart about the special messages the natural world is sending for those
willing to open their eyes.
Even though I have been in all the canyons a multitude of times, I find myself saying “wow” more than ever.

COUNCIL OVERHANG
A minute after I took this photo, a gust of wind came through and stripped most the
leaves from these trees. Sometimes you just get lucky.
October

COLOR SPLASH
After a lifetime of searching, I am still unsure of what “peak” color looks like. But
this has got to be close. Would we tire of the forest if it looked like this all year? And
if it just turned all green for 2 weeks in autumn, would we flock to see its peak?
October

WALL DECOR
Here’s a rock climbers dream with a rainbow at the end of the climb. But don’t
try it. The sandstone walls are brittle and you’ll break your head.
October

LONE TREE CANYON
I have hiked into Lone Tree Canyon dozens of times and seen nothing that interests
my eye. Then this day... boom. It blew me over and produced one of my favorite
shots of the year. I’m sure there’s a lesson here somewhere.
October

OVER ST.LOUIS FALLS
Autumn is a time where everything seems to be running away from me; the water...the
color... the daylight. Even in this composition, the water is moving away from my feet and
over the edge, never to be seen again.
So sweet. So short. So certain.
I do my best to chase it. To make it last. But its force is undeniable. The glory of autumn
always disappears before I am willing to say good-bye.
October

LEAF MOSAIC
In early November, the color show doesn’t completely end. It just
moves to the ground. In this case, the water.
November

STARKSCAPE
I have always enjoy leafless trees. Their true character seems to come out as
they are challenged to stand strong for months and endure another winter.
They are a celebration of toughness.

November

BAREBONES

With the leaves now gone, the canyon walls, the shadows, and the ragged
trees themselves have a chaotic electricity that I find strangely appealing.
November

PINE ON THE EDGE
Fighting for it’s life on the precipice of a cliff while seeking mineral
sustenance from the rock below, this virtuous tree is an icon for
living with persistence.
November

FROZEN OAKS
Think of the life of a leaf. It spends 8 months of its year hanging on for dear life
to the same spot on a tree branch. Then for less than 10 seconds, it gets a thrill
ride to the ground. Then it freezes to death and decomposes. Not a very fitting
end for something that has given us so much in the name of air quality and
beauty.

December

CREEK PATTERNS
Nature is the artwork of God. I do little more than locate it.
December

FLOATERS
Strolling along a creek, I noticed these leaves suspended in water in a way
that they still seem attached to their branches.
December

GOODNIGHT

In the final week of the year, I travelled to the Park for the last day of this
project. Images danced through my head as I thought about just what
statement to try to make with a final photograph. So many places had become
important icons to me. Most spots I had visited multiple times. Many of the
trees, rocks, and creeks have become close friends. They have shared their
many faces with me. But the need to wrap this gift was upon me.
It seemed cliche, but I felt the need to conclude the project at the same spot I
began it. Along the Illinois River with a setting sun. I always have a desire for
closure and happy endings.
December

And in the End
The place is an old friend now. I have hiked every trail, time and time again. I have explored every canyon and
taken the time to become familiar with most the rock formations. I have been privy to the many life cycles within
the Park; flowers blooming, fruits forming, and leaves going from green to gold to brown.
I have been in the depths of hidden places where I felt a sense of discovery. I was witness to the silence of winter
and party to the exalted song of spring. I have survived the dog days of summer and shuffled among the fallen
leaves of autumn. The Park has showed me all its faces. I have been sweltering in heat and frozen to the bone. I
have dodged thunderstorms, walked in pouring rain, and stumbled through the darkness. Many times I have fallen,
bruised and bloodied, scraped and muddy... and always humbled. The 3 dimensions of Starved Rock’s canyons
belie the flatness of Illinois. One unfortunate step have caused many to be seriously hurt here. With beauty comes
respect.
I timed my visits to avoid the crowds. And because of this, my eyes and my heart were always open to the
messages that were written in all that surrounded me. In the end, the Park gave me clarity. There are lasting
messages watching nature go through it’s annual dance. They are lessons of resilience and persistence. Lessons of
life, death, and rebirth were all packaged in the beauty of a special place. Starved Rock gave me the opportunity to
become a better person. And for this I am most grateful.

Photographer
Jim Williams is a photographer of our natural heritage. He has travelled throughout the U.S. for over 35
years is search of images that are wild and free.
More than merely documenting the scenes, his work strives to be an artistic expression that uses form,
pattern, color, and other principles of design, woven with the nuances of natural light to produce
photographs that capture the essence of the subject. His photos offer a message that is developed by
intuition, informed by the soul, and wrapped with a passion for the subject.
Jim decided from the very start, to devote his work only to projects that were more encompassing in their
message than a single image could convey.
After an education rich in science, graduate work in the fusion of science with art, and a 34 year teaching
career, Jim moves on to a simpler life pace and fresh ideas. He shares his life, and receives his inspiration
from his wife, Pam. He dedicates his actions and the profits from In Wild Light Photography to his
daughter, Meredith, and the Meredith Williams Foundation: www.meredithwilliamsfoundation.org
For more information about James T. Williams and his work, or to order prints,, visit his website at
www.inwildlight.com
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